DATE: 30th March, 2005
NAME: Yair Darshan
COMPANY/AFFILIATION: PowerDsine
E-MAIL: yaird@powerdsine.com

REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: IEEE Std. 802.3af-2003
CLAUSE NUMBER: 33C.1.6
CLAUSE TITLE: Figure 33C-6

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:
Change the title of figure 33C.6 from:
"Figure 33C.6-Port voltage requirements during normal powering mode, overload and short-circuit conditions, as functions of I\text{Port} current and time duration"

To:
"Figure 33C.6-Port voltage requirements during startup mode, normal powering mode, overload and short-circuit conditions, as functions of I\text{Port} current and time duration"

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:
The title of 33C.6 need to describe the full content of figure 33C.6. Need to add startup (I\text{inrush}) as well to the title.

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:
No impact it is all editorial in the informative section.

Please attach supporting material, if any
Submit to:- Bob Grow, Chair IEEE 802.3
E-Mail: Bob.Grow@intel.com

For information about this Revision Request see -
http://www.ieee802.org/3/maint/requests/revision_history.html#REQ1161